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The Washington Post published a story that was clearly embargoed and fed to them by YouTube

in advance. The reporter gave less than 40 minutes to respond to the story they had prewritten,

clearly the media and the censorship platforms continue the obvious collusion supporting a

tyrannical regime.

The world is becoming increasingly aware of the rampant corruption in the media, and are rising

up against tyrannical governments and the pharmaceutical industry that are coordinating this

assault on our freedom and civil rights. Anyone who asks questions or challenges the hard sell is

immediately censored on social media. State governments and employees, health care workers

and emergency responders, face loss of their jobs for refusing the vaccine.

The United States federal government was directly funding the dangerous gain of function virus

research that lead to this global pandemic, and the media helped bury any evidence of the lab

leak.

Independent media platforms that defend freedom of speech and the rights of Americans to

speak out against the global tyranny will defeat the censorship extremists. Dissenting Americans,

both vaccinated and unvaccinated, Pll the ranks of every socioeconomic class, every political

party and every faith-based community. They understand the meaning of the warning that, “The

only thing necessary for triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing,” and they are not going to

stand by and do nothing.

We are united across the world, we will not live in fear, we will stand together and restore our

freedoms.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am seeing more and more people who are standing up to the tyranny.  Today I read that hundreds of businesses in the Greater Toronto

Area are not checking for jab passports, and welcome one and all to their business.  They are forming networks to defy the passport

rules.  The story was carried on the front page, and strangely enough, it sounded more like "old fashioned reporting", you know, the kind

where they tried to tell the truth instead of pound the propaganda drum.
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Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM
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I didn't know! Which paper? This gives me such hope!!
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tra2137
Joined On 9/1/2016 1:50:15 PM
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Where did u see this woodcarver?
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad to hear they aren't checking passports.  It gives us hope. This will dePnitely affect businesses. I had been thinking of

advertising on youtube as a small biz, but now I see what they are doing and am asking myself if I really want to give my money

to youtube.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM
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Here in the UK there's a website listing businesses that welcome everyone, regardless of . . . well, you know what!

 www.openforall.co.uk
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I saw this in the Toronto Star yesterday.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for that link, hellbent. One local cafe listed on the website  still however has stringent measures in place re all the other

nonsense such as social distancing, hand washing etc.  However,  businesses may be under pressure from local authorities to

obey these mandates in order to remain open and to be seen to be toeing the line by any stroppy customers or ogcial nosey

parker. Our sports club pays lip service to the Sports Council restrictions in order to remain open. Small businesses of course are

bound to be targeted in the globalist depopulation agenda as they represent the essence of the independent, self Pnancing,

private entrepreneur and would not be tolerated in the controlled slavery that the Great Reset organisers envisage for us

“subhumans”.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So often you must read between the lines.  if a reporter wants you to know, they must still write in a politically-correct manner.

 the only difference is in the detailed information and the use of quotes as substantiation for opinions they could not otherwise

report.
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kar5353
Joined On 5/7/2015 3:41:50 PM
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Dr. Mercola - Please do not let the 'bad actors' get you down.  Stay healthy, physically and mentally.  Thank you for your efforts!  Amor

Vincit Omnia
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Santeecpa
Joined On 7/26/2012 6:39:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will proudly wear my Dr. Mercola hat even more now. Thank you for continuing to take a stand. We love you.
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missygo
Joined On 8/5/2021 9:39:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How this can be right with anyone is beyond me.  If you want to vaccinate, vaccinate, if you don't, don't.  That used to be the norm.  To

compare mandating covid vaccines to wearing seatbelts, wearing a helmet (if you drive a motorcycle), or driving drunk is beyond me.

 Wearing a seat bely or helmet does not force you to inject a substance into your body.  And, the driving drunk argument is beyond

stupid because being intoxicated behind the wheel is criminal.  First of all, driving is not a civil liberty, it's a privilege.  Having something

injected into my body against my will is against my civil rights.  Vaccinate or lose your right to work and live normally, is not normal in

America.  Why are people normalizing this?
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Well said!!!
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@missygo

Actually, the seatbelt and helmet laws are exactly the same thing as this vaccine requirement. Do something to yourself to help

the social body. (Sorry, watching Brave New World right now.)

If you look into the results of states that passed mandatory helmet laws, it turns out the deaths increase, not decrease. The same

thing is seen if you compare different states with different laws. The reasoning isn't clear, but the results are. Possible reasons

are more neck damage from the heavier head weight, or more reckless driving since you are more protected. But again, the why

should not matter, if it was about safety it would have been repealed. Since it is about controlling your behavior, we keep these

laws that are failures in what they are said to be for.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will compare a quackcine mandate to something:  it's like being forced to drive a car or truck on the motorway or other high

speed road. A the same time, you are told that the brakes might not work and in some instances will fail but we are going to force

you to get in and drive at 70mph with built up tragc all around you and very little occurence of "safety cells" on this road.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We are united across the world, we will not live in fear, we will stand together and restore our freedoms." ✊💪

https://youtu.be/HQNxrdlk7-g
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somplsboy
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:51:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Once a government is committed to the principle of silencing the voice of opposition, it has only one way to go, and that is down the

path of increasingly repressive measures, until it becomes a source of terror to all its citizens and creates a country where everyone

lives in fear." Harry S. Truman Not the Prst time and it won't be the last time we face censorship in America; time to make your voice

heard!
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I've been saying this too as the months have passed...its only beginning to ramp up and the vice gets tighter and tighter until?
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althealien
Joined On 11/26/2009 10:09:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the not too distant future, when all is ultimately returned to a world that respects the sanctity and sovereignty of all life, courageous

Heroes will be honoured and forever revered for their stand against today's tyranny, brutality and evil. Dr Mercola will we the Prst (of

many) to receive such an accolade!
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blueyesuz
Joined On 9/29/2021 5:45:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good humans with share and discuss ALL possibilities to help and to heal. You have pushed hard, and they try to stop you. It means you

are on the right path. If they were descent humans they would be open to any and all discussion. We need to stop this take over.
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Seatools
Joined On 9/30/2021 1:45:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola,

Anyway you could use Mike Lindell’s Frank Speech platform? Or maybe get with Stew Peters TV Red Voice Media? Bitchute, Rumble?

Health Ranger Mike Adams Brighteon? Do you have an ogcial Telegram account? Telegram seems to be where many that have been

silenced moved over to. All Your information if so valuable and these other platforms might be able to help you get all your information

out to the public.
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, there are so many much needed professions being affected by this now. I read the comments to the various covid news articles on

aol.com and I am noticing more and more people saying they know of someone hurt by the vax. So, eventually, I think we will reach the

tipping point, people will get fed up, and things will swing the other way. Hopefully the same thing will happen with the glyphosate mess

and we will get that RoundUp out of our Home Depot stores and off the market.
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ReedGiroux
Joined On 5/6/2021 8:09:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope to see the guilty hang for their crimes against humanity, especially Gates, Fauci and Schwab.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the whole CRUX of the matter. There is no accountability anymore
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Xena00
Joined On 9/29/2021 8:01:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is ridiculous. I am moving my youtube channel to another platform and deleting my videos. We have got to respond to censorship.
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Sistah
Joined On 9/30/2008 1:12:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.nytimes.com/.../youtube-anti-vaxx-ban.html

The jackboots and having to wear a yellow star are getting closer and closer. And yet, the brainwashed masses don't seem to notice.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NYT is faithful member of TNI (Trusted News Initiative). This week they ran a piece on all the people preferring vet ivermectin.

The writer didn't mention that prophylactic human ivermec is nearly impossible to get; pharmacists are fearful of losing their
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wilson_05
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:35:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN! PRAYING FERVENTLY FOR ALLLLL AMERICANS TO WAKE UP....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 2:26:38 PM
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who participate in this swindle are ALL swimming in the same pool of blood from those who have lost their lives to this

'plandemic!'

They not only have "blood on their hands"--they are swimming in it and feeling smug and "glorious"  and above all the "deplorables"...

Facebook, YouTube and the like will not be missed by anyone (when they are FINALLY GONE!) who still has their functioning cognitive

powers!!!
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Dr. Mercola, the world is rising indeed, we are rising with you!

Here is some unbelievable irony for you! Susan Wojcicki, YouTube CEO, gives herself the 2021 Free Expression Award:

www.youtube.com/watch
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moineau, ...Don't forget that anyone serving in a C-suite capacity for a big corporation serves AT THE PLEASURE OF THE BOARD.

Wojcicki must have a BIG MORTGAGE or other Pnancial preferences/obligations.
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auldworks
Joined On 6/14/2021 11:42:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YouTube can go pound sand.  I'd much rather hear the truth directly from you.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lifesite News just emailed that the US Archbishop has condemned the mandates.
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MK3140
Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God love you Dr. Merkola. Keep those emails coming! You don't need Youtube. We'll just share your emails.
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we STOP the billionnaires, especially the EVIL ones like Bill Gates, and Klaus Schwab?  Is there a special potion we can sprinkle

on them and, like the wicked witch of the west, they just melt and dissolve, or--- ?  People out here in California are loving their vaccines

and I'm beginning to think they'll like the passports.  Everyone has to have one to get anywhere in San Francisco, a big restaurant town.

 The lies and the stress of knowing I'm going to be chipped and worse is literally making me sick.
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ducky27
Joined On 4/21/2009 9:40:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am very fearful of this too!  What if they begin to up our insurance costs or deny health insurance to us at all?  There are so

many of us who just...plain do not know what to do.  And we will not take the jab because we do not trust it at all.
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Steveinusa0
Joined On 9/30/2021 6:26:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Move over to Gab dot com, and Rumble dot com.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and Tom Petty said it right

www.youtube.com/watch

play it loud and chear....as I am right now  800 watts into 42 speakers n horns  .....on MyMountain
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EB2021
Joined On 8/27/2021 5:03:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are Pghting a spiritual war against principalities and dark forces (Ephesians 6) which CANNOT be won without repentance and faith

in the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. Biblical prophecy is playing out before our eyes; Ten Kingdoms (Daniel 7:24, Revelation 17:12)

and the Mark of The Beast (Revelation 13:15-18).
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Mike41178
Joined On 2/1/2021 9:06:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have to immediately create an account on Rumble. Never give in to these idiots. YouTube's competitor will be happy to have you.
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cjohnstonexedyusa.com
Joined On 4/13/2013 12:11:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK YOU DR. MERCOLA!~  WE better all stand up and start Pghting for our rights and freedoms...
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knightdwf
Joined On 6/6/2021 7:55:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you thought of moving your content to Rumble.com?
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kudos to Moineau for posting this Youtube narcisist link.

www.youtube.com/watch   (10m,39s)

2021 Free Expression Awards Highlight: Susan Wojcicki

Posted on Youtube Apr 15, 2021

15,499 comments, 219k likes – 56k dislike as of Sept-20-21

Freedom Forum

The Free Expression Awards supports the educational work of the Freedom Forum Institute by recognizing individuals for their

courageous acts of free and fearless expression. www.freeexpressionawards.org  

What does it say in some 2000 YO scripture ... Forgive them they know not what they do

-   -   -   -   -   -  

Narcissism... An extreme self-involvement to the degree it makes others ignore the needs of those around them. While everyone show

occasional narcissistic behavior, a true narcissists frequently disregard others or their feelings. They also do not understand the effect

that their behavior has on others.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

219 likes, not 219K likes, I.M. Nobody likes it! Incroyable! xoxooox
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Xuffy.com
Joined On 10/3/2018 8:39:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep Pghting !! We know who speaks the truth you aren’t going anywhere
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gioiello
Joined On 4/28/2008 3:31:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you. I hate the constant censorship that is taking place.
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vikkkk
Joined On 2/6/2010 9:10:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

states.americanstatenationals.org  

www.youtube.com/watch  

C. The BIRTH CERTIFICATE is issued on bond paper, giving you “silent Notice” that the assets named on the face of the document —

your unlawfully converted estate assets including the copyright to your Trade Name, your land, your labor— everything that you could

ever own, has been seized upon and bonded by the organization issuing the certiPcate.

D. The process of false probate just described results in the unlawful conversion of your name and estate assets, makes you a “US

citizen” instead of an “American state national”, removes you from the jurisdiction of the land and deprives you of your constitutional

protections, makes you indebted and obligated to pay the bills of foreign corporations, and otherwise plays havoc with you and your

entire country.

E. This is done without your knowledge or consent, without your parent’s knowledge or consent, and the people doing this to you are on

your payroll, supposed to be rendering you Good Faith service the whole while.  Because you don’t know that this is being done to you

and that these false claims against you are being made, you have no opportunity to object to them, much less delve through it to rebut

all these lies and claim your exemption and exercise your indemnity.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not that I am a religious fanatic or anything---but could THIS be why God was against a census?

Seems comparative to me...
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where do you go from here? Are you planning to put you content onto a different platform or did you really just delete it all?
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not all, but some of his articles include a PDF link underneath the article date and title.
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CloserWalk
Joined On 8/19/2021 9:30:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like it is being written right out a playbook. As if someone has a grand scheme to enslave us. Is the possible? As a government ogcial

said 2000+ years ago, “What is truth?”  We have reached that point in its totality. The government is controlling the media.  Then the

media suppresses the truth or gives us lies and half truths. Where do we go now? Deeper into the rabbit hole, losing all ability to reason

and act with wisdom.  The thing I have noticed is that this happening world wide, not just in the USA.

Our world is changing and we are onboard for the ride. Like a runaway semi headed downhill, looking for an emergency off-ramp. The

problem is, there is no emergency off-ramp on this ride. There is no going back. There is a crash coming but like one man said

centuries ago… “Why are you frightened, and why do doubts arise in your hearts?”  This is also the same Yahweh that said, “Peace be

with you.” Like my spouse likes to remind me when I get all worked up, “This has to happen.”  How true that is? It was revealed to us

those 2000+ years ago in book that is 100% truth. If I follow that truth, the living truth, then I can do what my son tells me to do, “Dad,

enjoy the ride.”
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mozo33
Joined On 6/16/2021 2:23:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

not until Babylon becomes desolate is the heavenly Jerusalem seen ...
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